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1. Which of the following statements is true about sales?
Sales and management activities are integrated and both enhance the affectivity of each other.
Sales and management are differentiated and both works in their specific directions without

a)
b)

complementing each other.
None of the above
2. When the company uses a low pricing strategy to maximize sates, it is using a
Strategy.
a) Price skimming
b) Penetration pricing
c) Leader pricing
d) Prestige pricing
3. Which of the following is true about the role of sales managers?
a) The role of sales manager is perceived to be unnecessary.
b) The role of sales manager is getting limited.
c)The role of sales manager has broadened and become more responsible.

c)

4. Salespeople whose main task is to persuade influencers are catled as
a. Missionarics
b. Order takers
c. Order rnitkers
cl, Order creators
5. which of the tollowing
:, Online shopping

c.

-fhrough

is not a

[ntemrediary

major form of direct marketing?
b. Direct rnail rnarketing..

d. None of rhese

6. The use of reference'selling in industrial selling can be highly successful since

it reduces the

greatest perceived risk for which of the following?
a) Current buyer

c) Potential buyer

b) Ex-buyer
d) None ofthe above

7. What the lifecycle cost analysis seeks to focus on?
a) From the total cost of owning and using a productto the initial purchase price perspective.
b) From initial purchase price to the total cost of owning and using a product.
c) No Focus on change
d) None ofthe above

8. Which of the lbllowing best describes cold calling?
zr.

Viral aclvertising

b. Public relations acrivity

c. ,Advertising

cl. Sales peopte contacting potential customers.
9. Whictr of the following types the salesman is under greater obligation to provide product
information.

a)

New Task

b) Modified re-buy
d) None of the above
10.Where advertisement alone is not able to do the job but instead a good rote is supposed to be
played by salesman in providing the client complete information about the product, the situation will
be
a) High lnvolvement situation
b) Moderate involvement situation
c) Straight re-buy

c) Low involvement situation

d) None ofthe above
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